DISASTER RECOVERY AS
A SERVICE (DRAAS)
Replication, Storage, Protection, Retention
Have 365 Data Centers help write your disaster recovery strategy
specifically designed around your company’s needs.
Server and data recovery is part of a bigger picture.
zz What are the applications that need to be in the DR

plan and what are their priority?
zz What is the fail-over process for each application
zz What servers are highest priority and the order that

they should be brought online and tested?
zz What steps need to be taken after the DR site is brought

online?
zz What is the testing procedure for each application to

verify it's working properly and that data is validated?
zz How do you want your users to access the DR

We will help you through your disaster recovery
planning process!

environment? VPN tunnel, Remote Desktop Server,
virtual desktops, etc.? Documentation should be
written and distributed to users on these procedures.

Having a detailed written disaster recovery (DR) plan for
your network is essential to every organization. Failover
of the servers is just part of a larger DR plan. We can
work with you to provide consultation and advisory
services. We will write out detailed recovery steps and
play out real world disaster scenarios.

zz All users should know where they will be working from in

the event of a disaster, both primary and alternative.
zz All users should know who are the members of the

DR response team
zz All procedures should list who is the responsible

Bring your IT back to normal after a disaster with
the experienced team at 365 Data Centers!

party - The customer, 365 Data Centers or other.
zz How do you recover from the disaster?

Examples of 365 Data Centers' Disaster
Recovery (DR) planning:
zz DR office space

and suites available
zz Fast internet connectivity

direct to your cabinet
zz Category 5 Hurricane

facility
zz 24x7 local support

zz Clearly defined

communication channels
zz DR application access

planning
zz Application and server

monitoring
zz DR plan testing

FULLY COMPLIANT ACROSS THE BOARD

Make sure your company
is prepared and protected.
Call 365 Data Centers today
to talk through your specific
IT requirements.

To get started or to learn more, please contact us at
1-877-365-6246 or sales@365datacenters.com
365 Data Centers Corporate Headquarters
200 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 5a, Norwalk, CT 06854

